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Probability
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3.3 Basic Rules of Probability
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• Understand what type of number a probability 
can be

• Learn about the relationships between 
probabilities, unions, and intersections

Objectives
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 How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

No event occurs less than 0% of the time. 
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

No event occurs less than 0% of the time. 

How could an event occur negative 15% of the time? 
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

No event occurs less than 0% of the time. 

How could an event occur negative 15% of the time? 

Also, no event occurs more than 100% of the time. 
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

No event occurs less than 0% of the time. 

How could an event occur negative 15% of the time? 

Also, no event occurs more than 100% of the time. 

How could an event occur 125% of the time? 
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

No event occurs less than 0% of the time. 

How could an event occur negative 15% of the time? 

Also, no event occurs more than 100% of the time. 

How could an event occur 125% of the time? 

Every event must occur between 0% and 100% of the time. 
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

No event occurs less than 0% of the time. 

How could an event occur negative 15% of the time? 

Also, no event occurs more than 100% of the time. 

How could an event occur 125% of the time? 

Every event must occur between 0% and 100% of the time. 
For every event E,

0% ≤ p (E) ≤ 100%
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

No event occurs less than 0% of the time. 

How could an event occur negative 15% of the time? 

Also, no event occurs more than 100% of the time. 

How could an event occur 125% of the time? 

Every event must occur between 0% and 100% of the time. 
For every event E,

0% ≤ p (E) ≤ 100%

0 ≤ p (E) ≤ 1
converting from 
percents to decimals
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

What type of event occurs 100% of the time? 

That is, what type of event has a probability of 1? 
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

What type of event occurs 100% of the time? 

That is, what type of event has a probability of 1? 

Such an event must include all possible outcomes!

It is a certain event !
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

What type of event occurs 0% of the time? 

That is, what type of event has a probability of 0? 
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

What type of event occurs 0% of the time? 

That is, what type of event has a probability of 0? 

Such an event must not include any possible outcome!

It is an impossible event.
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

These rules can be formally verified:
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

These rules can be formally verified:

Rule 1: p ( )∅  =          
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

These rules can be formally verified:

Rule 1: p ( )∅  =          =        = 0
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

These rules can be formally verified:

Rule 1: p ( )∅  =          =        = 0

Rule 2: p (S) =         
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

These rules can be formally verified:

Rule 1: p ( )∅  =          =        = 0

Rule 2: p (S) =         = 1
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

These rules can be formally verified:

Rule 3: E is a subset of S; therefore,

0  n (E)  n (S)
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

These rules can be formally verified:

Rule 3: E is a subset of S; therefore,

0  n (E)  n (S)

           dividing by n (S)
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How Big or Small Can a Probability Be?

These rules can be formally verified:

Rule 3: E is a subset of S; therefore,

0  n (E)  n (S)

          

0  p (E)  1

dividing by n (S)
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = 
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

a. 15 is not a possible outcome, 

The number 15 will be rolled 0% of 
the time. Event E is an impossible 
event.
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

a. 15 is not a possible outcome, hence E = {} = 

The number 15 will be rolled 0% of 
the time. Event E is an impossible 
event.
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

a. 15 is not a possible outcome, hence E = {} = 
p (E) = n (E) n (S) 

The number 15 will be rolled 0% of 
the time. Event E is an impossible 
event.
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

a. 15 is not a possible outcome, hence E = {} = 
p (E) = n (E) n (S) =     = 0   - rule 1

The number 15 will be rolled 0% of 
the time. Event E is an impossible 
event.
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

b. F = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, 
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

b. F = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, so n (F) = 6. 
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

b. F = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, so n (F) = 6. 

Thus,  p (F) = n (F) n (S) 
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

b. F = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, so n (F) = 6. 

Thus,  p (F) = n (F) n (S) =    = 1  
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

b. F = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, so n (F) = 6. 

Thus,  p (F) = n (F) n (S) =    = 1  

A number between 1 and 6, 
inclusive, will be rolled 100% of the 
time. Event F is a certain event.
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

b. F = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, so n (F) = 6. 

Thus,  p (F) = n (F) n (S) =    = 1  - rule 2

A number between 1 and 6, 
inclusive, will be rolled 100% of the 
time. Event F is a certain event.
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

c. G = {3}, 
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

c. G = {3}, so n (G) = 1. 
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

c. G = {3}, so n (G) = 1. Thus p (G) = n (G) n (S) 
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

c. G = {3}, so n (G) = 1. Thus p (G) = n (G) n (S) = 16
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Example 1 – Illustrating Rules 1, 2, and 3

A single die is rolled once. Find the probability of:

a.  event E, “a 15 is rolled”

b.  event F, “a number between 1 and 6 (inclusive) is 
     rolled”

c.  event G, “a 3 is rolled”

Solution:

The sample space is S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and n (S) = 6.

c. G = {3}, so n (G) = 1. Thus p (G) = n (G) n (S) = 16

   - this agrees with rule 3, since 0  p (G)  1
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 Mutually Exclusive Events
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Mutually Exclusive Events

Two events that cannot both occur at the same time are 
called mutually exclusive.

In other words, E and F are mutually exclusive if and only if

E  F = .∅ 
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Example 2 – Determining whether Two Events are Mutually Exclusive

A die is rolled. 
Let E be the event “an even number comes up,” 
F the event “a number greater than 3 comes up,” and 
G the event “an odd number comes up.”

a. Are E and F mutually exclusive?

b. Are E and G mutually exclusive?
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Example 2 – Determining whether Two Events are Mutually Exclusive

A die is rolled. 
Let E be the event “an even number comes up,” 
F the event “a number greater than 3 comes up,” and 
G the event “an odd number comes up.”

a. Are E and F mutually exclusive?

 

b. Are E and G mutually exclusive?
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Example 2 – Determining whether Two Events are Mutually Exclusive

A die is rolled. 
Let E be the event “an even number comes up,” 
F the event “a number greater than 3 comes up,” and 
G the event “an odd number comes up.”

a. Are E and F mutually exclusive?

 

b. Are E and G mutually exclusive?
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Example 2 – Determining whether Two Events are Mutually Exclusive

A die is rolled. 
Let E be the event “an even number comes up,” 
F the event “a number greater than 3 comes up,” and 
G the event “an odd number comes up.”

a. Are E and F mutually exclusive?

E = {2, 4, 6}, F = {4, 5, 6}

b. Are E and G mutually exclusive?
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Example 2 – Determining whether Two Events are Mutually Exclusive

A die is rolled. 
Let E be the event “an even number comes up,” 
F the event “a number greater than 3 comes up,” and 
G the event “an odd number comes up.”

a. Are E and F mutually exclusive?

E = {2, 4, 6}, F = {4, 5, 6}, and 

E  F = {4, 6}   ∅

b. Are E and G mutually exclusive?
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Example 2 – Determining whether Two Events are Mutually Exclusive

A die is rolled. 
Let E be the event “an even number comes up,” 
F the event “a number greater than 3 comes up,” and 
G the event “an odd number comes up.”

a. Are E and F mutually exclusive?

E = {2, 4, 6}, F = {4, 5, 6}, and 

E  F = {4, 6}   ∅
Hence, E and F are not mutually exclusive
b. Are E and G mutually exclusive?
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Example 2 – Determining whether Two Events are Mutually Exclusive

A die is rolled. 
Let E be the event “an even number comes up,” 
F the event “a number greater than 3 comes up,” and 
G the event “an odd number comes up.”

a. Are E and F mutually exclusive?

E = {2, 4, 6}, F = {4, 5, 6}, and 

E  F = {4, 6}   ∅
Hence, E and F are not mutually exclusive
b. Are E and G mutually exclusive?

E = {2, 4, 6}, G = {1, 3, 5}
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Example 2 – Determining whether Two Events are Mutually Exclusive

A die is rolled. 
Let E be the event “an even number comes up,” 
F the event “a number greater than 3 comes up,” and 
G the event “an odd number comes up.”

a. Are E and F mutually exclusive?

E = {2, 4, 6}, F = {4, 5, 6}, and 

E  F = {4, 6}   ∅
Hence, E and F are not mutually exclusive
b. Are E and G mutually exclusive?

E = {2, 4, 6}, G = {1, 3, 5}, and E  G = . ∅
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Example 2 – Determining whether Two Events are Mutually Exclusive

A die is rolled. 
Let E be the event “an even number comes up,” 
F the event “a number greater than 3 comes up,” and 
G the event “an odd number comes up.”

a. Are E and F mutually exclusive?

E = {2, 4, 6}, F = {4, 5, 6}, and 

E  F = {4, 6}   ∅
Hence, E and F are not mutually exclusive
b. Are E and G mutually exclusive?

E = {2, 4, 6}, G = {1, 3, 5}, and E  G = . ∅
Hence, E and G are mutually exclusive
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 Pair-of-Dice Probabilities
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Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

To find probabilities involving the rolling of a pair of dice, we 
must first determine the sample space.
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Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

To find probabilities involving the rolling of a pair of dice, we 
must first determine the sample space.

The sum can be anything from 2 to 12, but we will not use 
{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12} as the sample space 
because those outcomes are not equally likely.
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Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

To find probabilities involving the rolling of a pair of dice, we 
must first determine the sample space.

The sum can be anything from 2 to 12, but we will not use 
{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12} as the sample space 
because those outcomes are not equally likely.

Compare a sum of 2 with a sum of 7.

2: 1, 1
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Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

To find probabilities involving the rolling of a pair of dice, we 
must first determine the sample space.

The sum can be anything from 2 to 12, but we will not use 
{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12} as the sample space 
because those outcomes are not equally likely.

Compare a sum of 2 with a sum of 7.

2: 1, 1 7: 1, 6

                                     2, 5

                                     3, 4

                                     4, 3

                                     5, 2   and finally 6 and 1
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Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

Let’s denote the outcome “rolling a 4 and a 3” with the 
ordered pair (4, 3), and we will denote the outcome “rolling 
a 3 and a 4” with the ordered pair (3, 4), and so forth:see 
the lists all possible outcomes and the resulting sums. 

Outcomes of rolling two dice.

Figure 3.13

Note that
n (S) = 6  6 = 36.
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

a. The sum is 7.

b. The sum is greater than 9.

c. The sum is even.
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

a. The sum is 7.

let D be the event “the sum is 7.” 
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

a. The sum is 7.

let D be the event “the sum is 7.” 
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

a. The sum is 7.

let D be the event “the sum is 7.” 

Then, n (D) = 6.
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

a. The sum is 7.

let D be the event “the sum is 7.” 

Then, n (D) = 6.

p(D)=
n(D)
n(S)
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

a. The sum is 7.

let D be the event “the sum is 7.” 

Then, n (D) = 6.

p(D)=
n(D)
n(S)

= 6
36
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

a. The sum is 7.

let D be the event “the sum is 7.” 

Then, n (D) = 6.

p(D)=
n(D)
n(S)

= 6
36

=1
6
≈0.17
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

a. The sum is 7.

let D be the event “the sum is 7.” 

Then, n (D) = 6.

p(D)=
n(D)
n(S)

= 6
36

=1
6
≈0.17=17%
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

a. The sum is 7.

let D be the event “the sum is 7.” 

Then, n (D) = 6.

This means that if we roll a pair of dice a large number of 
times, we should expect to get a sum of 7 approximately 
one-sixth of the time.

p(D)=
n(D)
n(S)

= 6
36

=1
6
≈0.17=17%
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

b. The sum is greater than 9.
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

b. The sum is greater than 9.

Let F be the event “the sum is greater 

than 9.”  
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

b. The sum is greater than 9 or equal.

Let F be the event “the sum is greater 

Than 9 or equal.”  
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

b. The sum is greater than 9 or equal.

Let F be the event “the sum is greater 

Than 9 or equal.”  Then n (F) = 10. 
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

b. The sum is greater than 9 or equal.

Let F be the event “the sum is greater 

Than 9 or equal.”  Then n (F) = 10. 

p(F )=
n(F )
n(S)

=10
36

= 5
18

≈0.28=28%
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

b. The sum is greater than 9 or equal.

Let F be the event “the sum is greater 

Than 9 or equal.”  Then n (F) = 10. 

This means that if we roll a pair of dice a large number of 
times, we should expect to get a sum of at least 9 
approximately 5 times out of 18.

p(F )=
n(F )
n(S)

=10
36

= 5
18

≈0.28=28%
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

c. The sum is even.
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

c. The sum is even.

Let E be the event “the sum is even.”  
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

c. The sum is even.

Let E be the event “the sum is 

even.”  
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

c. The sum is even.

Let E be the event “the sum is 

even.”  Then n (E) = 18. 
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

c. The sum is even.

Let E be the event “the sum is 

even.”  Then n (E) = 18. 

p(E)=
n(E)
n(S)

=18
36

=1
2
=0.5=50%
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Example 4 – Finding Pair-of-Dice Probabilities

A pair of dice is rolled. Find the probability of each of the
following events.

c. The sum is even.

Let E be the event “the sum is 

even.”  Then n (E) = 18. 

This means that if we roll a pair of dice a large number of 
times, we should expect to get an even sum approximately 
half of the time.

p(E)=
n(E)
n(S)

=18
36

=1
2
=0.5=50%
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 More Probability Rules
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More Probability Rules

We discussed two Cardinal Number Rules:
• n(A  B) = n(A) + n(B) – n(A  B)

• n (A) = n(S) – n(A) 

the Union/Intersection Rule

the Complement Rule
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More Probability Rules

We discussed two Cardinal Number Rules:
• n(A  B) = n(A) + n(B) – n(A  B)

• n (A) = n(S) – n(A) 

There’s a Probability Rule corresponding to each of these 
rules:

• p(A  B) = p(A) + p(B) – p(A  B)

• p(A) = 1 – p(A)

the Union/Intersection Rule

the Complement Rule

the Union/Intersection Rule

the Complement Rule
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More Probability Rules

The main difference between the Cardinal Number Rules 
and the corresponding Probability Rules is that the former 
are expressed in the language of set theory and the latter 
are expressed in the language of probability theory.
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

a. the sum is not greater than 9.

b. the sum is greater than 9 and even.

c. the sum is greater than 9 or even.
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

a. the sum is not greater than 9.
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

a. the sum is not greater than 9.
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

a. the sum is not greater than 9.

Let E be “greater than 9”

p(E) = 

using complement rule:

p (E) =

p (E) = 1 – p(E)
the complement rule
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

a. the sum is not greater than 9.

Let E be “greater than 9”

p(E) = 

using complement rule:

p (E) =

Answer: 

p (E) = 1 – p(E)
the complement rule

6
36

=1
6

1−1
6
=6
6
−1
6
=5
6

5
6
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

b. the sum is greater than 9 and even.
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

b. the sum is greater than 9 and even.
p(“greater than 9”) = 

p(“even”) = 

p(“greater than 9 and 
even”) = 

1
6

1
2

n (E  F) = 4
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

b. the sum is greater than 9 and even.
p(“greater than 9”) = 

p(“even”) = 

p(“greater than 9 and 

even”) = 

1
6

1
2

n (E  F) = 4

4
36

=1
9

Answer: 
1
9
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

c. the sum is greater than 9 or even.
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

c. the sum is greater than 9 or even.

p(E  F) = p(E) + p(F) – p(E  F)
the union/intersection rule

p(“greater than 9”) = 

p(“even”) = 

p(“greater than 9 and even”) = 

1
6

1
2

1
9
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Example 5 – Using the Union/Intersection Rule and the 
Complement Rule with Dice

A pair of dice is rolled. Use a probability rule (where 
appropriate) to find the probabilities of the following events.

c. the sum is greater than 9 or even.

p(E  F) = p(E) + p(F) – p(E  F)
the union/intersection rule

p(“greater than 9”) = 

p(“even”) = 

p(“greater than 9 and even”) = 

1
6

1
2

1
9

Answer: 
5
9

p(E  F) =
1
6
+ 1
2
−1
9
=

= 3
18

+ 9
18

− 2
18

=3+9−2
18

=

LCD = 18

=10
18

=5
9
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 Probabilities and Venn Diagrams
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Probabilities and Venn Diagrams

Venn diagrams can be used to illustrate probabilities in the 
same way in which they are used in set theory. 

In this case, we label each region with its probability rather 
than its cardinal number.
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for 
several major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products 
has indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a 
defective disc, and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

a. Find the probability that a Zaptronics product has both
    defects.
b. Draw a Venn diagram that shows the probabilities of each of
    the basic regions.
c. Use the Venn diagram to find the probability that a Zaptronics
    product has neither defect.

d. Find the probability that a Zaptronics product has neither 
    defect, using probability rules rather than a Venn diagram.
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for 
several major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products 
has indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a 
defective disc, and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

a. Find the probability that a Zaptronics product has both
    defects.
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for 
several major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products 
has indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a defective 
disc, and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

a. Find the probability that a Zaptronics product has both
    defects.
Let C be “the case is defective”, and D be “the disc is defective”. 
We are given: p (C) = 5% = 0.05,  p (D) = 3% = 0.03, and p (C  D) 
= 7% = 0.07, We are asked to find p (C  D). 

    p (C  D) = p (C) + p (D) – p (C  D)

            

           

the union/ intersection Rule
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for several 
major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products has 
indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a defective disc, 
and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

a. Find the probability that a Zaptronics product has both

    Defects.
Let C be “the case is defective”, and D be “the disc is defective”. 
We are given: p (C) = 5% = 0.05,  p (D) = 3% = 0.03, and p (C  D) = 
7% = 0.07, We are asked to find p (C  D). 

    p (C  D) = p (C) + p (D) – p (C  D)

            0.07 = 0.05 + 0.03 – p (C  D)

            

the union/ intersection Rule
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for several 
major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products has 
indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a defective disc, 
and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

a. Find the probability that a Zaptronics product has both

    Defects. Answer: 1% of Zaptronics’ products 
Let C be “the case is defective”, and D be “the disc is defective”. 
We are given: p (C) = 5% = 0.05,  p (D) = 3% = 0.03, and p (C  D) = 
7% = 0.07, We are asked to find p (C  D). 

    p (C  D) = p (C) + p (D) – p (C  D)

            0.07 = 0.05 + 0.03 – p (C  D)

            0.07 = 0.08 – p (C  D)

the union/ intersection Rule

p (C  D) = 0.01 = 1%
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for 
several major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products 
has indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a 
defective disc, and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

b. Draw a Venn diagram that shows the probabilities of each of
    the basic regions.

C is “the case is defective”, and 
D is “the disc is defective”
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for 
several major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products 
has indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a 
defective disc, and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

b. Draw a Venn diagram that shows the probabilities of each of
    the basic regions.

C is “the case is defective”, and 
D is “the disc is defective”
p(only C) = 0.05 – 0.01
p(only D) = 0.03 – 0.01
p(C and D) = 0.01, p(C or D) = 0.07
0.93 = 1 – 0.04 – 0.01 – 0.02
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for 
several major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products 
has indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a 
defective disc, and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

c. Use the Venn diagram to find the probability that a Zaptronics
    product has neither defect.
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for 
several major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products 
has indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a 
defective disc, and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

c. Use the Venn diagram to find the probability that a Zaptronics
    product has neither defect.

The only region that involves no defects 

is the outer region, the one whose 

probability is 0.93. 

This means that 93% of Zaptronics’ 

products have neither defect.
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Example 7 – Using Venn Diagrams

Zaptronics manufactures compact discs and their cases for 
several major labels. A recent sampling of Zaptronics’ products 
has indicated that 5% have a defective case, 3% have a 
defective disc, and 7% have at least one of the two defects.

d. Find the probability that a Zaptronics product has neither 
    defect, using probability rules rather than a Venn diagram.
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Example 7 – Solution

d. If we are to not use the Venn diagram, we must first 
rephrase the event “a Zaptronics product has neither 
defect” as “a product does not have either defect.”

     The “does not” part of this means complement, and the 
“either defect” means either C or D. This means that

    • “has either defect” translates to C  D

    • “does not have either defect” translates to (C  D)

cont’d
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Example 7 – Solution

    So we are asked to find p ((C  D)).

p ((C  D)) = 1 – p (C  D)

      = 1 – 0.07

      = 0.93

                        = 93%

    This means that 93% of Zaptronics’ products are defect-
free.

the Complement Rule

subtracting

substituting

cont’d
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